December 11, 2017
Missing: Andrew, Vicki

— Formal post-mortem
  — Olivia: will sit down with Ting, Emma to discuss about strange interactions, problems etc
  — Nancy: complaints from attendees about people being rude at the waistband line
    — Fermi: thinks it might have been one/two of the other volunteers
    — Olivia: might have been the number of people, which made some a little rowdy
    — Emma: well over 600 people attended — a new record
    — Aric: positioning of the check-in table might have been an issue — at cross-roads between two rooms. Suggestion: some sort of electronic system where everyone’s cards are preloaded with 3 drinks
  — Olivia: puts burden to not serve overly intoxicated people on bartenders. Aric: they are trained for that and do this anyway.
  — Nancy: lots of space for photo booth. Ting: was made good use of. Olivia: maybe photo booth could be in other room or in other room
  — Abe: Any complaints/comments about the DJ. Nancy: would be good to change up DJ every year. Ting: having auditions beforehand might be good.
  — Ingrid: heard good things about the photographer.
— Elections: status of current people
  — Special events chair: Emma running, Ting is not
  — Dbar czar: Vicki and Aric both running
  — Social chairs: Nancy and Oak both not running
  — Facilities chairs: Laura running, Ingrid is not
  — Coffe house manager: Kyle not running
  — Treasurer: Andrew not running
  — Athletics: Fermi is running
  — Secretary: Sid not running
  — Vice chair: Bobby likely not running
  — Chair: Abe is not running
— Election committee:
  — Needs to send out email calling for nominations — ask their friends!
  — Volunteers for election committee: Abe, Oak and Ting
  — Nancy would be happy to come in and volunteer help for the social chair position
  — Need to decide timeline for sending email, getting candidate statement and get system ready
    — Need to get everything done by Jan. 8
    — Make sure gc-nonres get all emails
— Staff luncheon on Friday — gift is a wireless radio speakers
  — Everyone signed cards for the GC staff